Publications, Presentations, and Exhibitions

by Dave FitzSimmons

BOOKS
Salamander Dance at the Vernal Pool. TBA
What I Shot Today. TBA
Waterfalls of Ohio. Work in Progress.

PRINT PERIODICALS

ONLINE ARTICLES


**CALENDARS**


**PRESENTATIONS**

“Narrativity in Nature Photography: Imag(in)ing Environmental Stories and Time.”

“Writing Naturally: Keys to Composing, Paths to Publishing.”


“Narrativity in Nature Photography: Imag(in)ing Environmental Stories and Time.”

“Picture Books and Graphic Novels.”

“Visual Representations of Narrative Order.”


“Macro Photography.”


“Magical Malabar, Magnificent Mohican.”
   Presentation. Gorman Nature Center and Ohio Department of Natural Resources and Gorman Nature Center, Malabar Farm State Park Education Center, Lucas, Ohio. 9 July 2009.

“Ohio Landscapes.”


“Naturally 3D: New Dimensions in Photography.”
EXHIBITIONS


“Ohio’s Natural Landscapes: A Photographic Journey of the Buckeye State” Director and Exhibiting Artist.

Photographs in “Ohio’s Natural Landscapes” Exhibition:

“Ohio’s Natural Landscapes” Exhibition Galleries and Dates: